1. “................ from London?” “No, I'm not.”
   (A) You are  (B) Are you  (C) Do you  (D) Is he

2. “How's your sister?” “...............................”
   (A) She's fifteen.  (B) Not very well.  (C) She's tall and she's got brown hair.
   (D) In the bedroom.

3. ........................ very cold. Put the radiator on.
   (A) We have  (B) He's got a  (C) It is  (D) It does

4. ....................... the children got their books?
   (A) Where did  (B) Have  (C) Has  (D) Did

5. Peter's in the living-room. He .... a football match on TV.
   (A) is looking  (B) watches  (C) is listening  (D) is watching

6. I sometimes .................. the bus to school.
   (A) take  (B) wait  (C) am taking  (D) leave

   (A) is going to  (B) wants  (C) would like  (D) going to

8. Sheila looks lovely today, .......................?
   (A) doesn't she  (B) hasn't she  (C) isn't she  (D) isn't it

9. “.............. it cost?” “I don't know, but it looks expensive.”
   (A) Does  (B) How many does  (C) What is  (D) How much does

10. ....................... any orange juice in the fridge.
    (A) There isn't  (B) There is  (C) Is there  (D) There aren't

11. Prince Charles is ....................... Prince William.
    (A) as old as  (B) younger than  (C) much older  (D) older than

12. She .................. three songs, then she left.
    (A) sings  (B) sung  (C) sang  (D) is singing

13. ........................ people came to the concert?
    (A) Did a lot of  (B) Were there many  (C) How many  (D) Why did the

14. He couldn't stop because the .... on his bike didn't work.
    (A) indicators  (B) brakes  (C) curtain  (D) slower

15. Have .................. a birthday card to Martin?
    (A) we send  (B) you got  (C) they sending  (D) you sent

16. Complete the “family” of words: webpage, website, click, ..... 
    (A) tap  (B) link  (C) stand  (D) chain

17. The “i” in China has the same sound as the “i” in .........
    (A) chin  (B) silent  (C) sister  (D) trick

18. ....................... is not on the west coast of the USA.
    (A) San Francisco  (B) Los Angeles  (C) Seattle  (D) New York

19. “What ..... to do this afternoon?” “Well, we could go to the park.”
    (A) you want  (B) can we  (C) would you like  (D) did we like

20. The sign said “Keep ..... the grass”, so we stayed on the path.
    (A) off  (B) away  (C) onto  (D) from

21. “Is Jenny here?” “No, I'm sorry. She .......... gone out.”
    (A) has just  (B) already  (C) was just  (D) hasn't just

22. Lord .... was a British admiral. There's a statue of him in London.
    (A) Trafalgar  (B) Nelson  (C) Albert  (D) Buckingham
23. I sent the email at 10 o'clock but she hasn't .................
   (A) already received it   (C) reading it
   (B) got it yet            (D) still got it

24. How long does it ........... to get from Dover to London?
   (A) take               (C) make
   (B) put                (D) drive

25. Pronunciation: “imagination” = o o o O o; “necessary” =.....
   (A) o O o o             (C) o o O o
   (B) O o o o             (D) o o O O

26. Her father has been in hospital ................... last July.
   (A) for           (C) since
   (B) in            (D) on the first of

27. .............. tidy your room, please? It's in a terrible mess.
   (A) Would you like (C) What about
   (B) Would you      (D) You need

28. Columbus sailed across the Atlantic ......................
   (A) in 1592     (C) since 1492
   (B) many years ago   (D) a century ago

29. I looked for my dictionary but I couldn't find ...............
   (A) it anywhere   (C) anyone
   (B) them somewhere (D) it everywhere

30. “Lamb” rhymes with “.................”
   (A) bomb              (C) lamp
   (B) ham               (D) club

31. Do you know .................. a car park at the hotel?!
   (A) is there        (C) have they got
   (B) if there is     (D) where is there

   (A) did they win     (C) was the winner
   (B) lost             (D) won

33. Complete the “family” of words: check-in, ticket, plane, departure, ....
   (A) grocer (C) suitcase
   (B) saucer  (D) field

34. You .................. eat so fast! You'll get indigestion.
   (A) have to (C) shouldn't
   (B) must     (D) haven't

35. My mother's very ....... of romantic novels. She reads them all the time.
   (A) interested (C) fond
   (B) bored      (D) enthusiastic

36. No one in the USA ............ do military service.
   (A) mustn't (C) has to
   (B) doesn't have to (D) can't

37. I'm going to the supermarket ............... some potatoes.
   (A) to get (C) for getting
   (B) get      (D) and to get

38. Can you ..... me five pounds? I'll pay you back tomorrow.
   (A) borrow       (C) gain
   (B) spend        (D) lend

39. “Is the Post Office open?” “I ...... because I need some stamps.”
   (A) don't hope (C) expect
   (B) don't think  (D) hope so

40. Dad's going to give my sister a car when she ...... her driving test.
   (A) passes (C) can have
   (B) will take     (D) will pass

41. Missouri, Thames and St Lawrence are the names of ............
   (A) mountains  (C) American states
   (B) rivers     (D) explorers

42. Ask ..................... you the details by email.
   (A) him to send (C) that he is sending
   (B) to him to send (D) for sending

43. That's the most delicious meal I ............ eaten.
   (A) ever have (C) have ever
   (B) have never  (D) have already

44. Stop ....... out of the window and concentrate on your work!
   (A) to look (C) and look
   (B) looking    (D) of looking

45. The ...... is a symbol of the USA. You can see it on some coins.
   (A) bear                 (C) eagle
   (B) horse                (D) snake

46. “Heard” rhymes with “.................”
   (A) heart              (C) word
   (B) beard              (D) card

47. “Your hair looks nice.” “Thanks. I've just .... the hairdresser's.”
   (A) been to (C) gone to
   (B) come back         (D) had

48. He put down the book ........ and answered the door.
   (A) that he read     (C) he was reading
   (B) he has read      (D) that was reading

49. A large part of the forest ............... the fire.
   (A) were destroying in (C) have been destroyed in
   (B) was destroyed by  (D) disappeared because

50. The Great Fire of ............... happened in 1666.
   (A) Guy Fawkes (C) Windsor Castle
   (B) Philadelphia (D) London

51. “Why ...... before the film ended?” “I expect he was bored.”
   (A) has he left (C) he left the cinema
   (B) did he go to sleep (D) has he fallen asleep

52. He kept his opinions to himself. No one knew what ............
   (A) was he thinking (C) he was thinking
   (B) he has thought   (D) did he think

53. They ...... off from their hotel at 8.00am and got to the castle at midday.
   (A) came       (C) got
   (B) left       (D) set

54. The .............. is the national flower of England.
   (A) tulip                       (C) lilac
   (B) rose                       (D) violet